
Hilltop Bank 
Casper, WY 

Prototype 

Hilltop Bank's strong, recognizable brand was not reflected within their physical branch facilities, and 

they knew they needed to develop a stronger physical presence. Looking to partner with a design firm 

whose expertise lies in prototype development and design, they hired NewGround to create the 

prototype to enhance their branded physical space. Using the Brand, Place, & Culture philosophy, 

NewGround designed a bank branch in Casper, Wyoming that can easily transform into a flexible 

community event space. NewGround provided interior design services and furniture specification for 

this new 2,524 square foot branch, which features a flexible conference room and lobby area to host 

community events. 

36 
Person event space 
capacity 

2,524 
Square Feet 

1 
Modular glass 
storefront 
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Hilltop Bank’s strong, recognizable brand was not reected within their physical branch facilities, and they knew 
they needed to develop a stronger physical presence. Looking to partner with a design rm whose expertise 
lies in prototype development and design, they hired NewGround to create the prototype to enhance their 
branded physical space. Using the Brand, Place, & Culture philosophy, NewGround designed a bank branch in 
Casper, Wyoming that can easily transform into a exible community event space. 

NNewGround provided interior design services and furniture specication for this new 2,524 square foot branch, 
which features a exible conference room and lobby area to host community events. With a breathtaking mod-
ular glass storefront, it can stack to one side of the room to create an open space in the lobby. A multifunctional 
wood veneer conference table also accommodates migration from the formal meeting room to an event space
.

The lobby’s modern-designed check desk showcases custom millwork and concealed casters in the legs. 
During community functions, the desk can roll to the perimeter of the room to serve as a refreshment bar.

TTo bring warmth into the space, the waiting area and cash bar includes ledger stone tile and graphic 
wallcoverings to reinforce Hilltop Bank’s brand. As customers exit, they can view Hilltop Bank’s logo in the 
clerestory created from stained wooden planks.
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